Fulton Market and Randolph St. Street Improvements

- Streetscape improvements on Fulton and Randolph to build off of land use planning process in 2015-2016.

- Gateway identifier at Fulton Market/Halsted St. to launch implementation of streetscape visioning plan in Fall 2014.
The Fulton Market Gateway celebrates the market while preserving and enhancing it for the future
Fulton Market Gateway

Inspiration is drawn from the current context of Fulton Market
Fulton Market Gateway

Inspiration is drawn from the current context of Fulton Market

These examples can be literally interpreted, or abstracted
The concept can reflect the daily transformation of Fulton Market

- Day/Night
- Working/Entertainment
- Traditional/Emergent Ideas
Fulton Market Gateway

Previous Ideas
ARCH A: CANTILEVER ARCH

Industrial/traditional materials with a contemporary shape
Blending food and art, making it dynamic
ARCH C: CURVED STEEL

Industrial/traditional materials with a contemporary shape
Fulton Market Gateway

Evolution of Ideas
Historically, baskets have been used to transport and store food products.
CURVED BASKET
CURVED BASKET

Lighting technology can be used to create different effects at night.
PERFORATED STEEL

Can be artwork and also screen objects or lighting to create layers within a structure
PERFORATED STEEL
PERFORATED STEEL

Boxes form an internal column that can be lit or hold objects
PERFORATED STEEL
PERFORATED STEEL
PERFORATED STEEL

Area behind perforated steel can become an iconic lighting element
PERFORATED STEEL

Exploratory objects in column could reveal something different when you look closer
FISH AND WHISK
FISH AND WHISK
FISH AND WHISK

Lighting technology can delineate the connection over the road
FULTON MARKET
GATEWAY IDENTIFIER TASK FORCE

Discussion